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Make yourself at home
Over the years, we’ve perfected our craft so you can enjoy life’s little moments.





Living




Chairs





Corner Sofas




Jay Blades X




Style, craft & innovation since 1953
Over the years, we’ve perfected our craft so you can enjoy life’s little moments. Here at G Plan, we are continually looking at ways to evolve our much-loved products. Innovative design, premium materials and exceptional comfort are at the heart of our ethos. And with every sofa made by hand in the UK, you can rely on the comfort and quality of G Plan.



[image: With a heritage dating back to 1898, G Plan has become a benchmark for British design. Today our enduring quality is crafted into supremely comfortable and stylish sofas that are designed to be lived on. Just some of the reasons why we're one of the UK's largest furniture brands. ]
Benchmark for British Design
With a heritage dating back to 1898, G Plan has become a benchmark for British design. Today our enduring quality is crafted into supremely comfortable and stylish sofas that are designed to be lived on. Just some of the reasons why we're one of the UK's largest furniture brands.





[image: During the warm and humid Summer months, there’s nothing better than sitting in your cool living room on your comfy G Plan sofa, with a deliciously refreshing chilled drink at the end of the day. Some fabrics can affect the look, feel and temperature of your sofa during hotter weather, so we’ve put together a list of the best G Plan sofa fabrics and leathers for summer. ]
Best Sofa Fabrics for Summer
During the warm and humid Summer months, there’s nothing better than sitting in your cool living room on your comfy G Plan sofa, with a deliciously refreshing chilled drink at the end of the day. Some fabrics can affect the look, feel and temperature of your sofa during hotter weather, so we’ve put together a list of the best G Plan sofa fabrics and leathers for summer.













[image: Over the past year, we’ve had a very exciting project in the works. G Plan have teamed up with long-time admired and master furniture restorer, Jay Blades.  Having become a well-loved household favourite, featuring on TV programmes such as The Repair Shop, Jay has lent his upholstery expertise to the new and exciting Jay Blades X G Plan collection. ]
NEW COLLECTION: Jay Blades X G Plan
Over the past year, we’ve had a very exciting project in the works. G Plan have teamed up with long-time admired and master furniture restorer, Jay Blades.


Having become a well-loved household favourite, featuring on TV programmes such as The Repair Shop, Jay has lent his upholstery expertise to the new and exciting Jay Blades X G Plan collection.





[image: There’s nothing worse than investing in a new sofa, only to discover it doesn’t fit in your home and having to send it back. That’s not what you want at all. So, when you’re first considering what sofa size you should get, meticulously measure the space and make note of dimensions, so that they are on hand when you’re looking at specific G Plan sofa models. ]
Measure Twice, Buy Once
There’s nothing worse than investing in a new sofa, only to discover it doesn’t fit in your home and having to send it back. That’s not what you want at all. So, when you’re first considering what sofa size you should get, meticulously measure the space and make note of dimensions, so that they are on hand when you’re looking at specific G Plan sofa models.





The furniture that rebuilt Britain
We proudly trace our roots back to 1898, when Ebenezer Gomme began handcrafting beautiful furniture in his workshop. In 1953, his grandson Donald launched the G Plan brand and with it a post-war furniture revolution, as he took the then radical step of selling sofas without matching chairs. Over the years G Plan has created some of the most enduring and iconic furniture of the 20th century, something that we still aim for with every piece we design today.
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            G Plan Harper Large 2 Seater Double Recliner in Fabric
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £3,009.00
            from £2,259.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Harper Large 2 Seater Double Recliner in Leather
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £4,075.00
            from £3,055.00
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            G Plan Harper Large 2 Seater Sofa in Fabric
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £2,038.00
            from £1,529.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Harper Large 2 Seater Sofa in Leather
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £2,911.00
            from £2,185.00
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            G Plan Harper Small 2 Seater Double Recliner in Fabric
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £2,716.00
            from £2,039.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Harper Small 2 Seater Double Recliner in Leather
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £3,690.00
            from £2,769.00

            [image: Cambridge Black L854][image: Cambridge Buffalo L850][image: Cambridge Chalk L840][image: Cambridge Cloud L841][image: Cambridge Conker L848][image: View more]        
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            [image: G Plan Harper Small 2 Seater Sofa in Fabric][image: G Plan Harper Small 2 Seater Sofa in Fabric]        

        
            G Plan Harper Small 2 Seater Sofa in Fabric
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £1,941.00
            from £1,455.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Harper Small 2 Seater Sofa in Leather
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £2,716.00
            from £2,039.00
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            G Plan Holmes 2 Seater Double Recliner in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,548.00
            from £1,909.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Holmes 2 Seater Double Recliner in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £3,333.00
            from £2,499.00
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            G Plan Holmes 2 Seater Recliner in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,138.00
            from £1,605.00
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            G Plan Holmes 2 Seater Recliner in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,989.00
            from £2,245.00
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            G Plan Holmes 2 Seater Sofa in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,730.00
            from £1,299.00
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            G Plan Holmes 2 Seater Sofa in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,388.00
            from £1,789.00
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            G Plan Holmes Small 2 Seater Sofa in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,691.00
            from £1,269.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Holmes Small 2 Seater Sofa in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,333.00
            from £1,749.00
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            G Plan Holmes 3 Seater Double Recliner in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,956.00
            from £2,219.00

            [image: Boucle Cocoa A070][image: Boucle Jute A081][image: Boucle Oyster A071][image: Bramley Beige A031][image: Bramley Cream A030][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Holmes 3 Seater Double Recliner in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £3,998.00
            from £2,999.00

            [image: Cambridge Black L854][image: Cambridge Buffalo L850][image: Cambridge Chalk L840][image: Cambridge Cloud L841][image: Cambridge Conker L848][image: View more]        
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            G Plan Holmes 3 Seater Recliner in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,548.00
            from £1,909.00
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            G Plan Holmes 3 Seater Recliner in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £3,698.00
            from £2,775.00
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            G Plan Holmes 3 Seater Sofa in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,976.00
            from £1,485.00
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            G Plan Holmes 3 Seater Sofa in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £3,022.00
            from £2,269.00
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            G Plan Holmes Small 3 Seater Sofa in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,939.00
            from £1,455.00
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            G Plan Holmes Small 3 Seater Sofa in Leather
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £2,923.00
            from £2,195.00
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            G Plan Chloe Chair in Fabric
            
                Chloe’s distinctive high back and bull-nose seat cushions balance style with exceptional comfort. The high-quality tailoring and generously padded arms enhance feeling of wellbeing and relaxation. A shorter seat complements the back cushions to deliver a supportive upright sit. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,154.00
            from £859.00
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            G Plan Chloe Small Chair in Fabric
            
                Chloe’s distinctive high back and bull-nose seat cushions balance style with exceptional comfort. The high-quality tailoring and generously padded arms enhance feeling of wellbeing and relaxation. A shorter seat complements the back cushions to deliver a supportive upright sit. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,076.00
            from £805.00
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            G Plan Firth Large Chair in Fabric
            
                The smart, clean lines of Firth give it a timeless elegance. High back cushions deliver a supportive upright sit. Gently curving arms cradle you for generous comfort. Corner sofa options available to create the ultimate social space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,251.00
            from £939.00
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            G Plan Hamilton Chair in Fabric
            
                With a smart, tailored finish, Hamilton offers decorative stitching and piping around the seat, arms and cushions to provide carefully crafted style. Fixed back with foam cushions for extra support. Premium foam interior provides classic comfort. Pad over chaise seats for superior reclining experience and comfort. Available in a wide range of beautiful fabrics and leathers.            

                        RRP from £1,117.00
            from £835.00
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            G Plan Harper Chair in Fabric
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £1,261.00
            from £945.00
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            G Plan Holmes Chair in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,123.00
            from £845.00
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            G Plan Holmes Small Chair in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,013.00
            from £759.00
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            G Plan Hurst Chair in Fabric
            
                Designed for modern living, Hurst’s eye-catching design adds sophistication to any space. With clean lines and geometric detailing, Hurst embodies pure elegance. Full and sumptuous cushions deliver a relaxed, comfortable sit. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style. Contrast stitching option available on selected leathers....             

                        RRP from £1,310.00
            from £985.00
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            G Plan Riley Chair in Fabric
            
                Riley embodies sophistication and with full, sumptuous seats provides unquestionable comfort. Stylish flared arm and back detailing provide contemporary design. Contrast stitching option available on selected leathers. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style. Show wood legs available in a choice of four standard finishes (Walnut, Mahogany, Oak, and Ebony).            

                        RRP from £1,197.00
            from £899.00
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            G Plan Seattle Chair in Fabric
            
                With clean, straight lines, Seattle offers contemporary elegance to any space. Crisp tailoring and sleek arm details. Full and sumptuous cushions deliver a deep and comfortable sit. Pad over chaise style recliner seats offer superb comfort. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,333.00
            from £999.00
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            G Plan Seattle Chair with Show Wood in Fabric
            
                With clean, straight lines, Seattle offers contemporary elegance to any space. Crisp tailoring and sleek arm details. Full and sumptuous cushions deliver a deep and comfortable sit. Pad over chaise style recliner seats offer superb comfort. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,333.00
            from £999.00
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            G Plan Seattle Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                With clean, straight lines, Seattle offers contemporary elegance to any space. Crisp tailoring and sleek arm details. Full and sumptuous cushions deliver a deep and comfortable sit. Pad over chaise style recliner seats offer superb comfort. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,896.00
            from £1,425.00
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            G Plan Bergen Large Recliner Chair and Stool in Fabric
            
                The premium quality and innovative design of Bergen ensure unquestionable comfort, style and stability. Clean, contemporary lines enhance modern style. Padded arms for enhanced comfort. Innovative cold cure foam encases frame and springs, providing strength and stability. Wood ring base in a choice of light wood or dark wood. Available in two sizes – standard and large. Choose from a range of beautiful...             

                        RRP from £1,882.00
            from £1,415.00
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            G Plan Bergen Recliner Chair and Stool in Fabric
            
                The premium quality and innovative design of Bergen ensure unquestionable comfort, style and stability. Clean, contemporary lines enhance modern style. Padded arms for enhanced comfort. Innovative cold cure foam encases frame and springs, providing strength and stability. Wood ring base in a choice of light wood or dark wood. Available in two sizes – standard and large. Choose from a range of beautiful...             

                        RRP from £1,775.00
            from £1,329.00
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            G Plan Chloe Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                Chloe’s distinctive high back and bull-nose seat cushions balance style with exceptional comfort. The high-quality tailoring and generously padded arms enhance feeling of wellbeing and relaxation. A shorter seat complements the back cushions to deliver a supportive upright sit. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,722.00
            from £1,285.00
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            G Plan Chloe Small Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                Chloe’s distinctive high back and bull-nose seat cushions balance style with exceptional comfort. The high-quality tailoring and generously padded arms enhance feeling of wellbeing and relaxation. A shorter seat complements the back cushions to deliver a supportive upright sit. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,622.00
            from £1,209.00
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            G Plan Hamilton Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                With a smart, tailored finish, Hamilton offers decorative stitching and piping around the seat, arms and cushions to provide carefully crafted style. Fixed back with foam cushions for extra support. Premium foam interior provides classic comfort. Pad over chaise seats for superior reclining experience and comfort. Available in a wide range of beautiful fabrics and leathers.            

                        RRP from £1,497.00
            from £1,115.00
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            G Plan Hamilton Recliner Chair in Leather
            
                With a smart, tailored finish, Hamilton offers decorative stitching and piping around the seat, arms and cushions to provide carefully crafted style. Fixed back with foam cushions for extra support. Premium foam interior provides classic comfort. Pad over chaise seats for superior reclining experience and comfort. Available in a wide range of beautiful fabrics and leathers.            

                        RRP from £2,273.00
            from £1,695.00
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            G Plan Harper Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                Clean, sleek lines combined with deep sumptuous seats make Harper a contemporary choice. Considered design with a unique curved option allowing you to utilise your space. Innovative design with the option of additional headrest and lumbar support for customised comfort on power units. Handy storage footstool option available. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Contrast stitching option...             

                        RRP from £1,646.00
            from £1,235.00
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            G Plan Holmes Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                Classic in all its design, Holmes offers an elegant take on G Plan’s legendary comfort. A high back and shorter seat offer a supportive upright sit. Stylish curves on the scroll arms, seat and back cushions create soft lines. A choice of standard and small scale pieces are available to suit your space. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style.            

                        RRP from £1,529.00
            from £1,149.00
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            G Plan Hurst Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                Designed for modern living, Hurst’s eye-catching design adds sophistication to any space. With clean lines and geometric detailing, Hurst embodies pure elegance. Full and sumptuous cushions deliver a relaxed, comfortable sit. Premium foam arm pads offer additional comfort. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style. Contrast stitching option available on selected leathers....             

                        RRP from £1,749.00
            from £1,315.00
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            G Plan Lund Recliner Chair and Stool with Veneered and Upholstered Side in Fabric
            
                Clean, straight lines and slim arm details give Lund contemporary style. Beautifully upholstered sides with Veneered and Upholstered trim option available in light and dark wood. Full Veneered and Upholstered side is also available in light or dark wood. Innovative cold cure foam encases frame and springs, providing strength and stability. Choose from a matt black or brushed chrome star base. Choose...             

                        RRP from £2,317.00
            from £1,739.00
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            G Plan Lund Recliner Chair and Stool with Veneered Side in Fabric
            
                Clean, straight lines and slim arm details give Lund contemporary style. Beautifully upholstered sides with veneered trim option available in light and dark wood. Full veneered side is also available in light or dark wood. Innovative cold cure foam encases frame and springs, providing strength and stability. Choose from a matt black or brushed chrome star base. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics...             

                        RRP from £2,317.00
            from £1,739.00
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            G Plan Malmo Large Recliner Chair in Fabric
            
                The innovative gliding and rocking function of Malmo offers generous comfort. Clean, modern lines enhance style. Padded arms for enhanced comfort. Innovative cold cure foam encases frame and springs, providing strength and stability. Malmo comes with a black base as standard. Available in two sizes ? standard and large. Choose from a range of beautiful fabrics and leathers to suit your style. Contrast...             

                        RRP from £1,665.00
            from £1,249.00
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            Join Our Newsletter

            Sign up for the latest products and offers plus an EXTRA £25 OFF your first order online over £250*

            *Extra £25 off is excluded from all clearance and interiors items, only valid for online orders over £250
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                    Any Questions? Give us a call

                    0808 1682 468
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